Rebuild notes.

Have alignment shoot 2A chambers before removal to aid repositioning. Also stands that will be removed (behind raft).

Attach big power cables to back of rafts before SVT cables so no need to build frame which interfered with raft reinsertion.

Corrector top and both sides need to be removed to access lumi chamber.

Note shim positions and thickness when removing backward frang. link. See Scotts sketch.

Names of all personnel responsible for disconnecting and reconnecting cables.

BPM’s: Ron Johnson, Vern Smith
Klixons: Anthony Tighlman, Edward Wilson
NEG heater wires and other vac. system: Dan Wright
Power cables: Lorenzo, Cable Shop x2274, George
Luminosity monitor: Clive Field.
Thermocouples: Sony Nguyen
TSP heaters: Pete Segura
Vertex chamber water turn on and off: Harry Shin
Chilled water turn on: Marvin Jones, Harry Shin
Vacuum controls: Tom Porter
Beam loss monitors: Alan Fisher